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Alumn1 feedback is a vital component for evaluating and enhancing the atmosphere of 
academia in higher education institutions. Alumni can discuss their experiences with the 
cumiculum in an unbiased manner after departing the formal structure, with special attention 
to its usefulness in the job market. The Internal Quality Assurance Cell (1QAC) of St Gregorios 
College maintains close ties with the college's Alumni Association through local members and 
Chapiers overseas. The IQAC retrieves alumni curriculum feedback both offline and online. 

The responses were gathered using a meticulously designed questionnaire. Participants are 
asked to cvaluate the curriculum's significance and impact on their current careers or acadermic 
pursuits. It also tries to assess their level of attachment to the parental institution on an 

intellectual., emotional. and moral level. Any curiculum elements that require improvement 
are also given extra consideration. 
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The resulting report strives to present a snapshot of the alumni review system through a 
thorough and accurate analysis of the responses. 
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Table 1: Mean score chart of the Alumni's response to the statements 

Statements on curriculum 

I feel proud to be associated with St. Gregorios College 
alumni. 
St. Gregorios College organizes various activities for the 
overall development of students. 

In some way I like to contribute for the development of the 
college 
The college has adequate laboratories and equipment for 
practical experiments 
The education I received from this college useful and relevant 
in your present job. 
I obtained sufficient technical knowledge (theory & practical) 

from my studies here 

KorT 

The college provides campus and off campus placement 
opportunities 
The college provides me warm hospitality as alumni. 

SAt regular updates about the college through different 
yoes. 
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Diagram 1- Overview of feedback 
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The data presented in the table and chart indicates that the average alumni response rate is 4.2, 
meaning that alumni feel the curriculum's elements are fairly sufficient. 

The participants' sense of belonging to the college alumni community (4.6) and the lab's and 
other equipment's adequacy (4.8) had the highest mcan scores. The participants agreed that the 
institution arranges a range of events for the holistic growth of students, and they pledged to 
pide their parent institution with some form of support. 
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